Recreational Season Plans

9-10 Years Old

Hi coaches,
Welcome to JOCO Soccer League powered by Puma Futbol Club. Firstly we would like to thank you for your commitment to
providing young players with the best soccer experience possible. Without you, these players would not be playing the
game we all love.
Puma Futbol Club is dedicated to making your life as a coach easier and we are committed to your development and
learning. In partnership with the The Coaching Manual we have designed session plans for you to use during the season
which are designed to improve your players technical skills and have fun whilst at training. We encourage you to use and
follow the session plans each week and you will quickly see the development in the players you train.
As an added resource you will receive a weekly coaching email that will include a link for the upcoming session. Here you
can watch a 2-3 minute tutorial to help plan for the session and answer questions you might have. We will host two coaching
webinars throughout the season to provide the added benefit of talking about your training and providing feedback.
Have a great season, enjoy the session plans and we look forward to seeing you on the fields and on our webinars
throughout the season.
Yours in soccer,

Play
Play-Practice-Play Model

In any soccer session, we believe there are 3 vital things,
for the players to work hard, learn something new, and
enjoy the practices.
With this in mind, we stick to the model of Play-PracticePlay. This style of training allows players to get touches on
the ball, experience the game whilst also looking to take the
skills they have learned back into a game situation.

Start every session with arrival games of 4v4, allowing the
players to practice their technique and get the touches on
the ball, as well as kick starting each session with an
enjoyable game.

Practice
Use a simple practices to focus on techniques within a variety
of different topics!

Play
Sweat

Smile

Learn

Finish of with another game to see if the players can put what
they have learned into practice!
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TCM Skills Cup

Week

1

Session

Ball Mastery & Skills

Arrival Game

Ball Mastery & Skills

Game

Set Up

Set Up

Set Up

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Set up the practice as seen in the image above. In the middle of the area set up
a 15x12 area. In the middle of this area place 10-12 cones. Place 2 cones on
either side of the area to create end zones. The players need to dribble the ball
around the middle area without touching a cone. The coach should tell players
to use different ball mastery skills to move the ball, toe taps, ball boxing, sole
pushes and sole drags. The coach calls out a color and the players have to
dribble the ball to that end zone. Each player has 3 strikes. The last 2 players to
get into the end zone loose a strike. 3 strikes and your out.

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

The players are having fun

Players should use different parts of the feet to move the ball around the
area

Players should demonstrate Ball Mastery skills in the game

The area is suitable for the players

Encourage players to move with their head up

Within the game, players need to play with their head up as often as
possible

Players are preparing for the practice

Players should stop the ball in the end zone with the sole of their feet

Players are having fun

Week

2

Session

Player of the Ring

Arrival Game

Player of the Ring

Game

Set Up

Set Up

Set Up

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Set up an area 16x12 and then set up safe zones (one on either end). Choose 2
players to become defenders, all the other players need a ball at their feet. The
aim of the game is dribble and protect the ball. When the coach calls 'GO' the
defenders need to try and kick the attackers ball out of the area. The attackers
have to dribble around the area and protect the ball. The attackers can go into
the safe zone for a maximum of 5 seconds and not be tackled. Once the ball
goes out of the area the player is out. The last player with the ball inside the
area wins.

Set up a 4v4 Game with 2 goals at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one of the
2 goals, and the other team in the opposite goals

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

The players are having fun

Attackers should keep the ball close to their feet

Players are demonstrating dribbling skills in the game

The area is suitable for the players

Encourage attackers to use different skills to protect the ball

Players are protecting the ball when need

Players are preparing for the practice

Players should move with their head up so they can see where the space
is

Players are having fun

Week

3

Session

Turning

Arrival Game

Turning

Game

Set Up

Set Up

Set Up

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Set up to areas side by side with a goal at the end. Attacking
Set up a 4v4 Game with a line at either end of the area.
players line up with a ball on one side of the goal and defenders
line up on the other. The attacker has to dribble the ball to the
Normal game rules apply, however with teams playing
end line and then perform a turn. As soon as the attacker turns
directionally to one line. To score a goal, one player must stop
the defender can run out and they play 1v1 to the goal. If the
attacker scores a goal they score 1 point, if the defender scores a the ball on the line. Once this has been achieved, the opposite
team starts with the ball.
goal they score 2 points.

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

The players are having fun

Players should dribble out with speed but slow down when approaching
the end line

Players to show their dribbling skills in the game

The area is suitable for the players

Encourage players to try different turns

Players should look to attempt turns in the game to change direction
quickly

Players are preparing for the practice

Attacking players should attack quickly after they turn

When passing in the game, players are encouraged to use the inside of
their foot
Players are having fun

Week

4

Session

Controlling

Arrival Game

Controlling and Receiving

Game

Set Up

Set Up

Set Up

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Set up an area 20x15. Place one cone in the middle of the area as a
reference point. Place one player in each corner of the area with a ball. Set up a 4v4 Game with an end zone and 2 goals at either end
The other players shout start in the middle. When the coach shouts 'GO'
of the area.
the players have to run and receive a pass from a player on the outside,
control the ball, turn and dribble with the ball across the area and then
Normal game rules apply, however the team must be in the
pass the ball to a corner player who has not got a ball. Coaches should
end zone before they can score.
challenge the players, how many passes can you get in 1 minute. Players
then need to rotate roles.

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

The players are having fun

Players should control the ball with the inside of their foot

In the game, players should look to control the ball with the inside of
their foot

The area is suitable for the players

Challenge the players to push the ball into space with their first touch

When passing in the game, players should look to pass with the inside of
the foot

Players are preparing for the practice

Make sure players are passing the ball with the inside of their foot

Players need to demonstrate dribbling in the game
Players should have fun

Week

5

Session

Passing

Arrival Game

Passing

Game

Set Up

Set Up

Set Up

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Set up a gate 3 yards wide. One player needs to stand in
between the gate. 3 players should face the player, 2 players
Set up a 4v4 Game with 2 goals at either end of the area. If
with a ball and one player without the ball. One player needs
you don’t have goals, use cones.
to pass the ball into the player between the gates. The player
then has to control the ball and pass to a player who has not Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one of the
got a ball. After 1 minute, rotate the players. Coaches should
2 goals, and the other team in the opposite goals
focus on 2 touch passing and 1 touch passing.

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

The players are having fun

Players should control the ball with the side of their foot

When passing in the game, players should look to pass with the inside of
the foot

The area is suitable for the players

Players should pass the ball with the inside of their foot

The players are having fun

Players are preparing for the practice

The non kicking foot should be pointing towards the target

Week

6

Session

Attacking 1v1

Arrival Game

Attacking 1v1

Game

Set Up

Set Up

Set Up

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Set up an area 18x25 and place one big goal on one end and 2 small
Set up a 4v4 Game with a line at either end of the area.
goes at the opposite end. The defenders start next to the big goal with
the ball and the attackers start next to the small goals. At the same time
Normal game rules apply, however with teams playing
the defenders pass the ball into the attackers and they play 1v1. The
attackers have to dribble past the defenders and score in the big goal. directionally to one line. To score a goal, one player must stop
The defenders have to stop the attackers from scoring and if they regain the ball on the line. Once this has been achieved, the opposite
the ball attempt to score in any of the small goals. After each attempt
team starts with the ball.
the players should rotate roles.

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

The players are having fun

Encourage the attackers to dribble with speed

Players to show their dribbling skills in 1v1 situations in the game

The area is suitable for the players

If the attackers get pas the defenders they should shoot on goal

Players need to shoot when they have the opportunity in the game
situations

Players are preparing for the practice

Attacking players should use skills to get past defenders

Players are having fun

Week

7

Session

Finishing

Arrival Game

Finishing

Game

Set Up

Set Up

Set Up

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Set up an area 18x22. Place 2 big goals on the end line. 7 yards away
from the goal place a cone down for the attacker to stand next to. The
other players should take up the positions as seen on the image with a
ball. The attacker has to call for a ball of one of the servers. The attacker
has 2 touches to score a goal, one to control and one to shoot. Then the
attacker has to run back to the middle cone and get the next ball. After
all 3 shots the players regain the balls and change roles.

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If
you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal,
and the other in the opposite goals

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

Things to look out for:

The players are having fun

Players should control the ball with the inside of their foot

Players need to shoot when they have the opportunity in the game
situations

The area is suitable for the players

The first touch should be into the space ahead of them.

Players need to concentrate on their technique in the game situations

Players are preparing for the practice

Players should shoot with their side foot or their laces, NO TOES

The players are having fun

Week

8

Session

Skills and World Cup

Arrival Game

World Cup

Set Up

Set Up

Set up a 4v4 Game with a goal at either end of the area. If you don’t have goals, use cones.
Normal game rules apply, with one team scoring in one goal, and the other in the opposite
goals

Things to look out for:
The players are having fun
The area is suitable for the players
Players are preparing for the practice

Set up the field as seen in the image above.
Ask players to get into pairs, or select these pairs for them. If you do not have enough players to
create 4 teams, players can play in 1v1 tournaments with a neutral player.
Once this is done, ask the players to pick a country of their choice, 2 teams cannot have the
same country.
Using the sheet on the next page, create a world cup tournament with every team playing each
other at least once. The top 2 teams in the group play in the final, with third and forth playing for
the third spot.

